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Computer Literacy 
 
An interactive session of Students with computers has been initiated by 
of Jaypee University through the esteemed group of Unnat Bharat Abhiyan.
learning computer is evident with how important tech is in our world.
classes were held with one main goal of spreading the knowledge of comput
children of nearby villages (VILLAGE UNDER UBA)
guidance of our faculty co-ordinator Dr. Gopal Bisht along with Student co
UBA team. 
Eight such classes (12+ hours in total) have been successful with great respon
children. The classes were held in the span of four weeks from 14
February 2023. Basic topics were included in these sessions which included c
hardware, basic typing, file maintenance and organization MS
the internet, email writing, privacy and license, computer troubleshooting etc. We received 
love, support, and great reviews from the students.
Our main purpose for conducting these classes is to give the basic knowledge about how 
Computer works and how Computer can bring people closer together using E
Videoconferencing and social media
used, before evolution of computers in human life. If anyone 
doubt to be clarified in a learning process then they can easily search on Google.
From this session, we feel motivated towards teaching and giving right path to children. 
There is great participation from the villagers. And, if students are eager to attend more 
classes so we will conduct it in future as well.
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Literacy programme for village students in JUIT

An interactive session of Students with computers has been initiated by university
of Jaypee University through the esteemed group of Unnat Bharat Abhiyan.
learning computer is evident with how important tech is in our world.
classes were held with one main goal of spreading the knowledge of comput

(VILLAGE UNDER UBA). The event was conducted under the 
ordinator Dr. Gopal Bisht along with Student co

Eight such classes (12+ hours in total) have been successful with great respon
The classes were held in the span of four weeks from 14th January,2023 to 5

Basic topics were included in these sessions which included c
hardware, basic typing, file maintenance and organization MS-Word, MS
the internet, email writing, privacy and license, computer troubleshooting etc. We received 

reviews from the students. 
or conducting these classes is to give the basic knowledge about how 

Computer works and how Computer can bring people closer together using E
social media. It saves time, efforts and money compared with letters 

efore evolution of computers in human life. If anyone must learn anything or has a 
doubt to be clarified in a learning process then they can easily search on Google.
From this session, we feel motivated towards teaching and giving right path to children. 

here is great participation from the villagers. And, if students are eager to attend more 
classes so we will conduct it in future as well. 
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7 February, 2023 

for village students in JUIT 

university students 
of Jaypee University through the esteemed group of Unnat Bharat Abhiyan. The value in 
learning computer is evident with how important tech is in our world. These interactive 
classes were held with one main goal of spreading the knowledge of computers to all the 

. The event was conducted under the 
ordinator Dr. Gopal Bisht along with Student co-ordinators and 

Eight such classes (12+ hours in total) have been successful with great response from 
January,2023 to 5th 

Basic topics were included in these sessions which included computer 
Word, MS-Excel, browsing 

the internet, email writing, privacy and license, computer troubleshooting etc. We received 

or conducting these classes is to give the basic knowledge about how 
Computer works and how Computer can bring people closer together using E-mail, Chatting, 

. It saves time, efforts and money compared with letters 
learn anything or has a 

doubt to be clarified in a learning process then they can easily search on Google. 
From this session, we feel motivated towards teaching and giving right path to children. 

here is great participation from the villagers. And, if students are eager to attend more 
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